Abstract. Predicting future outcomes based on past observational data is a common application in data mining. While the primary goal is usually to achieve the highest possible prediction accuracy, the interpretation of the resulting prediction model is important to understand its shortcomings for further improvements.
INTRODUCTION
Deeply pipelined computer architectures as we know them today rely on a fetch mechanism that provides one or more useful instructions every clock cycle. This constant feeding process encounters difficulties because of the control dependencies, which determine the flow of the program at run time. Especially conditional branches cause difficulties: the next instruction to be executed is not known until the branch condition (e.g., argument equals zero) is computed. This computation typically completes 3-14 cycles after the branch has entered the pipeline, meanwhile no further instructions can be fetched.
To solve this situation, an essential part of modern microarchitectures consists of branch prediction. A branch predictor predicts the outcome of the branch condition so that instructions on the predicted path can enter the pipeline the next cycle. This method enables a constant pressure on the pipeline but involves additional complications for handling speculative instructions and verifying the prediction. Of course the branch instruction itself is executed to verify the prediction. On a correct prediction all speculative instructions are useful and finish earlier compared to no branch prediction. On a misprediction however, all speculative work has to be undone before the correct path executes. This means that on a misprediction there is even an extra penalty compared to not predicting. As pipelines deepen and the number of instructions issued per cycle increases, the penalty for a misprediction also increases. Current branch predictors already reach 95% prediction accuracy and continuous improvements and new directions are exploited in this domain. The driving force behind these efforts is the large improvement in the average number of instructions executed per cycle (IPC) that is possible by even a small improvement in prediction accuracy [1] .
BRANCH PREDICTORS
Branch prediction distinguishes two classes of prediction schemes: static and dynamic. Static branch prediction associates a fixed prediction for each static branch at compile-time, while dynamic prediction makes a prediction at run time. As backward branches (towards lower addresses, e.g., in loops) tend to be taken mostly, the static strategy 'predict backward taken, forward not taken' [2] achieves prediction accuracies up to 63%. Improved static predictors use profile information and program-based heuristics [3] to get accuracies up to 75%. More recent research on static prediction in [4] does not step over 80% accuracy, which is worse than almost any dynamic scheme.
Dynamic branch prediction schemes exist in many variations. In what follows we give an overview of classical prediction schemes: bimodal, local, global, gshare and hybrid branch predictors. Figure 5 presents the prediction accuracies that can be obtained with these dynamic branch predictors as a function of their hardware budget measured in bytes of storage. The results were obtained using the SimpleScalar/Alpha sim-bpred simulator [5] . We simulated the 12 programs in the SPEC CPU 2000 suite of integer benchmarks which are compiled with the Compaq C compiler version V6.3-025 with optimization flags -arch ev6 -fast -O4. As several benchmarks have an initialization period during which branch prediction accuracy is unusually high, we skip the first 50 million conditional branches. For each benchmark we measure for the next 250 million conditional branches and the presented results show the average over all the SPEC benchmarks.
Bimodal branch predictor
Predictor The bimodal prediction scheme [2] in Figure 1 is very simple: a prediction table is indexed by the program counter or branch address and the contents is used to generate the prediction. Each table entry keeps a 2-bit saturating counter. The branch is predicted taken if the counter value is above a certain threshold, e.g., 2, and not-taken if it is not. The idea behind this indexing scheme is that all instances of a static branch use the same entry and this performs well because previous outcomes provide useful information to predict the next occurrence. When the branch resolves, the effective direction is known and the used counter is incremented or decremented on a taken or not-taken branch, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the local prediction scheme where two prediction tables are managed. As in the bimodal predictor the first table is indexed by the program counter, but now a local history is kept in the table. The local history indexes the second table where a saturating counter value indicates the branch direction prediction. The extra level allows different local histories of a particular static branch to use different saturating counters and therefore the prediction can be made more accurate. For example for a loop as for (i=0; i 4; i++) {...} where the loop test is done at the end of the body, the corresponding branch executes the pattern taken-taken-taken-not-taken. When the loop is executed a number of times, the next outcome follows from the previous three directions and a local history predictor makes correct predictions. In Figure 5 a local history predictor is considered where both prediction tables have the same number of entries, or i k bit Prediction Predictor 
Local history branch predictor

Global history branch predictor
A global history predictor, in Figure 3 , uses the global history, i.e., the outcomes of recently resolved branches, for indexing the counter table. The global history is stored in a register in which the outcome of a resolved branch is shifted during update. This scheme is able to take advantage of other recent branches to make a prediction and it performs better for sufficiently large predictors. This is illustrated in Figure 5 , where the prediction accuracy is plotted for varying predictor sizes.
Gshare branch predictor
Another indexing strategy is used in the gshare predictor proposed by McFarling [6] . The scheme in Figure 4 tries to combine good points of both bimodal and global prediction by using the XOR-result of branch address and global history as index in the prediction table. This XOR-operation gives more information than either component alone. Especially for large table sizes the gshare predictor performs very well with accuracies up to 95% as shown in Figure 5 . An 8KiB-gshare predictor is used in the AMD K6 architecture and achieves a prediction accuracy of 95%.
Hybrid branch predictors
Each of the presented prediction schemes has specific advantages and disadvantages. A natural question is whether they can be combined to make a new predictor with better prediction accuracy. In a hybrid predictor, two different predictors generate a prediction while a third predictor serves to select which predictor to use. Hybrid predictors achieve higher prediction accuracies: this is illustrated in Figure 5 for a combination of bimodal and gshare predictor as described by McFarling [6] . In the Alpha 21264 microprocessor [7] the branch predictor is a hybrid prediction scheme that dynamically chooses between local and global history to predict the direction of a given branch. 
Branch prediction accuracy
In Figure 5 the prediction accuracy is shown as a function of the predictor size for the different above-described branch prediction schemes. We note that for small predictor sizes a bimodal prediction scheme outperforms all others, whereas at large sizes the gshare predictor performs best. Note that in current microprocessor designs the predictor sizes mostly range between 1,000 and 10,000 bytes: smaller predictors are not accurate enough and larger predictors require too much hardware compared to the small improvement. In the remainder of this paper we try to find the underlying reason for the behaviour of these predictors by evaluating the different features behind their prediction strategies. To achieve this we apply some data mining aspects, more specifically we use the Gini-index as metric for feature selection.
DATA MINING
Data mining is concerned with all those techniques that extract hidden and unexpected relationships and knowledge in large data sets. Today data mining techniques are used in a broad range of applications, e.g., identifying buying patterns of customers, detecting patterns of fraudulent credit card use, identifying successful medical therapies for different illnesses. . .
Classification is a data analysis process of finding a model for describing and distinguishing data classes . Its purpose is to use the model for predicting new observations whose class is unknown. In a first step, a model is built upon some strategy by analyzing the data whose class is known (supervised learning). In the second step, the model is evaluated (e.g., prediction accuracy) while it is being used for classifying previously unseen data.
There exist two main techniques for performing classification: decision tree induction and neural (network) induction. Each of them has its own strengths and weaknesses. Decision trees are easily understandable but they are sensitive to outliers and noisy observations. In contrast, a neural approach can find more robust prediction models but is in general hard to interprete. In this paper we use the construction of decision trees because our primary goal is to gain insight in the prediction process.
Decision tree
The construction of a decision tree is a recursive algorithm:
1. The tree construction starts with a single node representing all the available observations in the data set. 2. If all observations belong to the same class, the node becomes a leaf node for that class. 3. Otherwise, a mechanism selects the feature that will best separate the observations into the different classes. This becomes the decision at the node. 4. For each occurring value of the decision a branch is created and the observations are partitioned accordingly. 5. For each new node recursively apply steps 2-5. 6. The recursion stops if and only if one of the following holds: (i) the observations belong to the same class, or
(ii) there are no features left, or (iii) there are not enough (predefined number, e.g., 10) observations left to be general. In the second and third case the majority vote is assigned at the leaf node.
Different data mining approaches use different mechanisms for selecting the best feature to split on. A commonly used criteria (e.g., in CART [8] ) is based on the Gini-index, which we discuss in the next section. This metric is derived from the decision construction process and will be used to compare the discriminative power of different prediction features.
Feature selection measure
The Gini-index is used to select the feature at each internal node of the decision tree. We define the Gini-index for a data set S as follows:
where, c the number of predefined classes, C i the classes for i
S the relative frequency of class i in set S. This metric indicates the partition purity of the data set S.
For branch prediction we have two classes (corresponding to taken and not-taken branches) and therefore the Giniindex lies within [0, 0.5]. If all the data in S belong to the same class, Gini S¡ equals the minimum value 0, which means that S is pure. If Gini S¡ equals 0.5, all observations in S are equally distributed among the classes.
The quality of a split on a feature into k subsets S i is then computed as the weighted sum of the Gini-indices of the resulting subsets:
where, n i is the number of examples in subset S i , n ¡ ∑ k£ 1 i¤ 0 n i . Thus Gini split is calculated for all possible features and the feature with minimum Gini split is selected as split-point.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the predictive power of several features for branch prediction. We start by reporting the discriminative capacity through the Gini-index for 1 bit dynamic features and some static features. Then we compare the different features as they are used in existing dynamic branch predictors.
Individual feature bits
Although there are many similarities between the discussed prediction schemes (e.g., use of tables with saturating counter mechanisms), their prediction behaviour is quite different. This is because the input to the predictors is different, so their prediction is based on different features.
The input to the bimodal predictor is the branch address, for the global history predictor it is the global history, while gshare uses the XOR-result of both previously mentioned features. A local history branch predictor produces a prediction based on local history information. The branch address and the global history (kept in a shift register) are directly available at the time the prediction has to be made. This is not the case for the local history because it depends on the branch address. Moreover, as the local history table from Figure 2 is limited, several static branches use the same table entry and thus they interfere in the local history. As our aim is to evaluate the different features without considering any implementation constraint, we measure the perfect local history as they would be available from an infinite local history table.
Besides the just mentioned dynamic features, some static features (available at compile-time) are used. They include target direction (forward or backward), branch type (e.g., bne, bgt, ble,. . . ), ending type of taken-successor-basic-block (e.g., fall trough, return, conditional branch,. . . ) and ending type of not-taken successor basic block. The latter static features were proposed in [4] and are properties of the basic block partitioning of a program. The target direction can be represented by just one bit, while the other static features require each 3 bits 1 . Figure 6 compares the individual bits from the different dynamic features against the static features by the Giniindex. E.g., for the global history every bit in the 96-bit long history was evaluated separately. Recall that the lower the Gini-index, the better the discriminative power of the feature. The Gini-index is about the same for all bits of global history, branch address and gshare-index, but we notice a much lower Gini-index for the (perfect) local history. This is because the perfect local history is kept per branch address. But as previously explained the local history as used in the local history branch predictor cannot be modeled independently from a specific implementation or prediction table size.
Another point is that the static features perform better (except for the perfect local history) than the 1-bit dynamic features. In particular this holds for the feature target direction, which also involves 1 bit and thus its predictive power is better than e.g., a bit from the global history. The other static features require more bits and therefore they are likely to have better discriminatory properties.
Of course, we are not limited in using one bit as prediction feature but it gives an idea of feature power in terms of Gini-index. 
Features as used in existing branch predictors
In this section we evaluate the different features as they are used in existing branch predictors. Therefore we extend the previous analysis to combinations of consecutive bits of dynamic features.
In Figure 7 the resulting Gini split is shown as function of the number of bits used in the branch address, the global history, the (perfect) local history and the gshare-index, respectively. We note that these curves differ from the corresponding ones in Figure 5 , where the prediction accuracy is plotted for a particular implementation of a branch prediction scheme. Here, the discriminative capacity of the different features is considered without any particular implementation in mind. e.g., the point with a 10-bit global history was constructed in the following manner: for each of the 2 10 possibilities of the global history we count how many branches were taken and not-taken, respectively; then we calculate the value for Gini split corresponding with these 1024 (k in formula) subsets. Compared to the curves in terms of prediction accuracy, now the saturating counter mechanism and the limitation of table sizes are eliminated.
The common point for all the curves represents the situation when no feature is used. Note that this point does not necessarily reach the maximum Gini-index 0.5, as it represents the purity of the complete data set. In our case, this point reaches 0.48 because there were slightly more taken branches.
Again, the best result is obtained for the (perfect) local history. While the individual bits of this local history all reach a very low Gini-index (Figure 6 ), the combination shows that additional bits only slightly improve its quality. This means that the bits in the perfect local history are not very complementary. The reason hereto is that many branches are strongly biased (i.e., having a specific usually direction) as shown in Figure 8 .
The branch address feature in Figure 7 is the best (except for the local history) up to 10 bits. This exactly corresponds to the point where the bimodal predictor, which is an implementation based on the branch address feature, in Figure 5 reaches the highest accuracy at that hardware budget: a 10-bit use of the branch address corresponds to a predictor size of 256 bytes. Starting from 11 bits, the feature gshare-index achieves the lowest Gini-index, even better than the (perfect) local history at large feature lengths. This also corresponds to the highest prediction accuracy of a gshare predictor at large hardware budgets in Figure 5 .
Using less than 4 bits in global history, branch address or gshare-index makes no sense, as the static feature target direction reaches a lower Gini-index and thus has better discriminative capacities. The other static features, requiring 3 bits each, also perform better than dynamic features of 3-bit. This also holds for the combination of both ending types for the successor basic blocks (6 bits) that reaches a Gini-index of 0.27 and perform better than most dynamic features at a 6-bit length. The previous conclusions suggest that dynamic features mainly profit from their long history lengths. In current branch predictor designs however, the required hardware budget grows exponentially with the length of the dynamic features. Alternative designs such as the perceptron predictor [9] are a solution for this exponential growth.
It is interesting to observe that the results presented in Figure 7 provide an explanation for the results in Figure 5 on the performance of real branch predictors. Indeed, in the region of hardware budgets where the branch address features attain the lowest Gini-index corresponds to the highest prediction accuracy of the bimodal branch predictor; likewise for the gshare-index feature and the gshare branch predictor. As such, we can conclude from these experiments that the Gini-index is a good indicator for studying branch prediction features. In future work we will try to combine various branch features and evaluate its discriminating capacity using the Gini-index. As such, we hope that we will be capable of designing better branch predictors.
RELATED WORK
In [4] , Calder et al. measured the effectiveness of static branch prediction features by constructing decision trees and training neural networks. Our work is more general because we are not limited to static features and we explore relationships between the discriminative capacity of a several features and the performance of existing prediction schemes in which these features are used.
Fern et al. propose in [10] a prediction mechanism that dynamically selects the most predictive features from a large feature set. Therefore they associate a so-called correlation counter to each feature. Upon observing a feature vector/target outcome pair, the feature counters are incremented or decremented if the corresponding feature agrees or disagrees with the target outcome. The most predictive feature at a certain moment is the feature with the largest counter magnitude. Thus in [10] temporal correlation is used, while we are looking for features that correlate highly with the branch direction during the complete run of the program.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we evaluated the Gini-index as a metric for studying features for branch prediction. We analyzed the discriminative power of dynamic features as they are used in existing branch predictor implementations. For small feature lenghts static features outperform dynamic prediction features. The longer the features, the better the discriminative power of e.g., global history and gshare-index. For the local history we found that using a few bits already achieve a high discriminative capacity, and that additional local history bits can not improve a lot. If we compare our analysis in terms of Gini-index with predictor implementations that use these features, we found that low values for the Gini-index correspond to highly accurate predictors. As such, we conclude that the Gini-index is a good indicator for studying branch prediction features.
